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Chapter I 
INTROD:OCTION 
The Purpose of this Study 
The purpose of this study is to compile and creatfi) 
materials and procedures which will provide teachers of the 
pre-school retarded with a specific program of 1anguage 
development. 
Justification of the Problem 
Little information is ,available on methods and tech-
niques of language development in the area of the pre-school 
retarded. Harrison1 states "there has been little research 
on methods and techniques of va.lue in developmental·language 
and therapeutic speech programs and on language and speech 
during the pre-school pe;ri,od." 
Previous studies have indicated that the younger the 
child begins a language development program the greater is 
his potential for· reaching a higher level in languag~, 
!Harrison, Samuel. "A Review of Research in Speech 
and Language Development of,the Mentally Retarded Child," 
American Journal of Mental Deficiency, 63:235, September, 
1958. 
·~· ·, 
social, and mental development as 'COinmunication is now 
being established. In an experiment conducted at the 
Clinic for Retarded Children, New York Medical College, 
2 
it was noted "that the children who improved in language 
and speech as a result of therapy also improved corres-
pondingly in measured mental ability."2 
The speech patholo$ists tn the Clinic for Retarded 
Children, New York Medical Colle~e 
feel that the mental age and intelligence quotient 
cannot be used as the criteria for introducing 
therapy. We no longer feel_that.there is a time 
when the child is ready for therapy unless that 
time be placed a:Pprrut:imately at :fourteen to 
twenty-two months of age when tbe child would 
have developed speech,, had he otherwise been 
functioning normally~· By instituting therapy 
as quickly as the child can be identified and by 
providing- a structured language and speec.h environ-
ment in the home through the training of !he parents 
we feel that we can make the child ready. · 
Due to the changing outlook toward speech and language 
prognosis with the mentally retarded chil<i, the need for 
language developm~nt programs ts bei~g realized. Beasley 
states that "a person may not have as much intellectual 
2Leberfeld, Doris L., Teamwprk in the Treatment of .. 
Mentally Retarded Children, The Evaluatfon and Treatmen~ 
of the Mentally Retarded Chira-in Clinics, National ASsoci-
ation for Retarded Children, Inc., New York, March, 1956, 
p. 66. 
3 
capacity as many others • • • • ; yet if speech therapy can 
help him reach a goal of greater relative adequacy for him 
such therapy will have justification. rr4 
Once the mentally retarded child achieves oral com~ 
munication he becomes 111ore acQeptable to his family and 
peers. This tool of self express:ion can ouly be realized 
through a structured language development program. 
Since there is a lack of trained therapists to work 
with the retarded, the responsibility of teaching language 
development has become the duty o:t all those who work with 
the pre-school retarded. 
scope 
This study consists ·Of a method of teaching language 
in a developmental program for the pre~schoo~ retarded. 
Materials are presented in Rituational uriita and have been 
adapted from established programs for· the pre-school deaf~ 
aphasic, and retarded. 
Definitions of Terms Used 
Pre School-Retarded- The te~m pre.,.school retarded as used 
in this study refers to the child with little or no language 
4Backus, O;llie arid Beasley, Jane. Spee~h lberap~ · 
With Children (Nevi York: Houghton Mifflin Compa,.ny, 19~~~, 
i>---:-13. 
between· the chronological ages ·of apprp:x:i:rua.tely four to 
seven years. Because of the difficulty in testing this 
type child, I.Q. is not being used as a determining factor. 
Mental Retardation ... The Nomenclature Committee of the 
1\merican Association of Mental Deficiency bas developed 
the following definitio.n: 
Mental Retardation refers to that group of 
conditions which is. cb~racterized by: (1) slow 
rate of maturation;· (2) reduced learning capacity 
(3) inadequate social adjustmextt present singly 
or in combination and association with below. 
average intellectual functioning, and is present 
from birth or early age. 
Mental Re.tardation .is an inclusive term in-
corporat:ing aJ.,l tpat.h.as been meant by such 
similar te~ms as mental deficiency, feebleminded-
ness, etc.::> · 
The Educable Retarded .Child - Children who are consid~red 
to be capable of achieving limited to moderate degrees.of 
' 
proficiency in the basic learni~g skills are referred to 
as educa'Qle. 
The definition of •'educable" as .used by the Divis ion 
of Special Education, Department of Education, Commonwealth 
of .Mas~achusetts, is: 
5
s1oan, W:. Progress Report on Specia:·l Committee on 
Nomenclature of the ~'\liierican AssOQiation on Mental Deficiency, 
ADj. Journal ofMental Deficiency, !>~:345-~3, May 1954. 
5 
.'. 
Children who receive a SQore of from. .'50 to • 79 
on an intelligence test approved by the Departments 
of Mental Heal tb and Educa tio.n, and administered by 
an eX~iner ap9roved by said departments; and in 
exceptional cases other children whose educational 
needs, in the opinion of the superintendent of 
schools, and subject to the approval of the Depart~ 
ment of Educatign, m'!y be best served by this 
classification. · 
The Trainable Retarded Child ·.,.. Vtirtz describes the following 
characteristics of the trainable child. 
Educational ch~racteristics. As. a group, trainable 
mentally ha,ndicapped individuals can learn to do 
very little, if any, acattemic wc;>rk. \Alhile some can.,.. 
not learn words ·or number concepts, most can learn 
to read signs for their own protection and learn to 
count and use small numbers in a limiteq functional 
manner. A few of those children in tbe traj.na})le 
menta!ly·handicapped.group having the greatest ability 
may master some portion of second grade reading. 
Their usual educational program, however, consists of 
training in self care, socialization and limited 
economic usefulness as contrasted to the academic 
program for. the educa'ble men tally handicapped, qence, 
the term "trainable mentally handicapped. II They grow 
mentally at about one half or less (rou-ghly one-third) 
the rate of average children. Their intelligence 
quotients range from abQu.:t fifty dqwnward with the 
lower limits being uncl,early defined at the pr~$ent 
time. 
Social Characteristics. Trainable ll,lenta.lly 
handicapped children must have some prognosis 
for limited social competency; however, this 
competency is limited to a supQrvised environ-
6Bivision of Special Educat:i,on, Department of 
Education, Commonwealth of .Massachusetts, Regula tiQ:ns. . 
Pertaining to the Establishment of Classes for Mentally 
Retarded Children in Accordance with General Laws, 
Chapter 71, Section4l.l_, p. l,, December, 1954.-.--
. e 
ment. They require some supervision in tbe 
management of their affairs and many require 
maximum supervision. Their independent move-
ment about the community is limited. 
Occupational Characteristics. Trainable 
mentally handicapped children do not usually 
obtain a job in the community. They may attain 
limited economic usefulness in a sheltered en-
vironment such as a sheltered workshop. Their 
economic usefulness is more often thought to be · 
limited to helping w~th household tasks in their 
own. homes. Th~i~ OCSfupa tional activities require 
max1mum superv1s1on. 
6 
The greater majority of pre-school retard~d children 
fall into the group referred to ·as "trainable." This is 
due to the fact that most "educable retardates" are not 
discovered until the f.irst year of school at wbicb time 
they are unable to cope with the work. 
Language and Speech 
Language is a psychic. process centered :i.n 
the cortex, and in its broadened sense signifies 
the expression of thoughts and ideas. It is only 
with the development of speech that it is possible 
to express subtle ideas and thoughts, both con-
crete and abstract.8 
7 Wirtz, M. A. "The Development of Current Thinking 
About Facilities for the Severely Re'l;arded." American 
Journal of Mental Deficiency, 60:498, January, 1956. 
8 Karlin, Isaac, Strazzul~, Millicent. "Speec~ and 
Language Problems of Mentally Deficient.Children," Journal 
of Speech and Hearing Disorders. 17:286, September, 1952 • 
I 
l Speech is the symboli9 expression of feelings, 
thoughts, and ideas. It i is the verbal means of 
co~~unication, and may b~ regarded both as a tool, 
and a manifestation of l~nguage, the higher 
function. e ! 
i 
7 
Therefore, language is. jdef .ined as the ability to com-
! 
munica te ideas and feelings t~rough the use of word symbols 
I 
and the ability to understand land respond adaptively to the 
I 
I 
ideas and feelings of others ~s conveyed through the use of 
I 
word symbols. Speecb is defi,ed as the utterance of 
articulate sounds. Languag~ ~s considered to be the higher 
I 
function of the two and unless! language is present no real 
h . t 10 speec can ex~s • 
I lOLeberfield, Doris T. ,1 op. cit., pp. 66-67. 
Chapter II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Communication is essential to all children. Mentally 
retarded children do not differ in this respect from other 
children. They also have feelings and thoughts which must 
be expressed. As is pointed out by Kirk: and Johnson "Mentally 
handicapped children are deficient in language ability .. ul 
· Because the ultimate hope of rehabilitation is acceptance 
by an<,i socialization with family and peers, it is essential 
that their E?peech and language be developed to as high a 
level as possible. It is generally agreed that mentally 
handicapped children with a higher achievement in speech 
and language are more readily accepted. Therefore, it is 
felt that it is the duty of the educators of the mentally 
re-tarded to initiate language development in their programs 
at the onset of rehabilitation. 
It bas long been recognized that speech defects are 
a characteristic sign of the mentally retarded and it has 
frequently been assumed that the degree of the speech 
lKirk, Samuel A.J J9hnson 1 Oliver. Educating the 
Retarded Child, Houghton .Mifflin Co., New York, 1951, P.l62. 
defect ie directly pr'oportional to the degree of the 
mental retardation. The severity of the child's mental 
retardation must not be judged either by the degree of 
,, 
intelligibility or the amount of verbalization as this 
is not always co~sist~nt.2 
Ma;,ny studies in the past thirty years have shown 
a high incidence of speech de:fects among the mentally 
,, 
retarded. 
3 LePage found in 1920 that 61 high grade mental 
9 
defects began to talk at 1.8 years and 50 low retardates 
at 3. 5 years, that 88 bad good speech at 1. 9 years and 
64 bad defective speech at 3 .2 years. LePage, however, 
fails to different1ate between speech and language at 
this time. He does not mention on what level language 
is· func tic;ming. 
Noting the difference between normals and mentally 
defectives, Wallin found that 23() of the pupils in special 
schoo~s had speech defects. This is compared to 28 in the 
regular classrooms. He concluded: 
. 2Karlin, Isaac w.,. Stra:z:zula, Millicent. "Speech 
and Ll\nguage Problems of Mentally Deficient Children," 
Journ~l of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 17:286, September 1 1952.,· ,·· - -
3 LePage 1 Pag~t. feeblemindedness in Children of 
School ''Age (Longmans, Green and Co., l~O), p. l,67. · 
"Notable delay in the acquisition of speech 
or defectiveness of art~culation or unintelligi-
bility Of enunciation constitutes a pre5umption 
of mental defeo~in the absence. of an adequate or 
sp~cific cause~' · 
Conversely he states~ 
10 
"Although many excePtions exist to tbe,generali-
zation that speeoij _s:iefectiveness and, speech delay 
vary with the degJ"ee qf .,intE;:lligence, exceptions 
also exi~t to tbe cQnverse implication that a c~ild 
is normal l)ecause .be·,c·a.n talk glibly or fluently. 
Some im9eciles are e~tremely loquacious and possess 
amazin~.fertiJity of expression. Though their 
speech cons i$t~ of i_1?.consequentiaS jabber, they 
often deceive the uJ;J,wa;y l::ayman," 
Iri 1957 Schlanger and Gottsleben6 stated, "Mental 
retardation and speech defects often occur in concert. 
Previous studies of speech defectiveness among retarded 
children indicated that s·s-66 per cent had speech devia-
tions." The familia!' group bad a lower incidence of speech 
disorders, 22 per cent of this group had voice disorders, 
and 10 per cent stuttered. 
The high incidence of speech disorders among the 
'mentally re~arded i.s not surprising when one considers the 
4wallin, Wallace J. E. "A eensus of Speech Defect-
ives .... ong 89,057 Public School Pupils," School and Society, 
16;215-216, 1916. 
5tbid. 
6scblanger, Bernard, Gottsleben, Robert. "Analysis 
of Speech Defects Among thEl, Institutionalized ~n·tally Re-
tarded~'' Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 22:98-102, 
Ka;rch, 1957.. - -- · · 
11 
complexity of the speech process. . 7 Gens, when discussing 
the relationshi~ Qetween ·speech defect and mental retarda-
tion, stated that the mentJ:t~ly retarded person is " ••• so 
retarded i,n his psychological and social maturation that 
we cannot expect him to l~arn such a complex process as 
speech. As he :i,s retarded in everything else so is he 
retarded in speech! Gesell and Amatruda, 8 constructed 
developmental <;harts including ~etardation in the speech 
area as one as pee t of general retardation. These charts 
presented the comparative l,.anguage development of the idiot, 
the imbecile, the moron and normal child at various chrono-
logical ages. For ex~mple, the three year old normal child 
speaks in sentences, t'Qe moron names a few pictures, the 
imbecile says "Mama," and the idiotarely laughs or cries. 
A comprehensive study was conducted by Sirkin and 
Lyons. 9 They examined 2522 subjects in a research project 
which w'as carried out for ~hree and a half years. The 
three g·u,estions they att~mpted to answer are the following: 
What proportiQn of mental defectives have defective speech? 
1Gens, George W. "Speec.h, Retardation in the Normal 
and Subnormal Chil,.d," The Training School Bullet~, 47:32, 
April., 1~50. 
8Gessell, Arnold'• Arlll~truda, Catherine s., Develop-
mental Diagnosis (New York: Paul B. Hoeben, Inc., 1947}, p. 22. 
g. Sirkin, J. 
Mental Deficiency." 
46:74, July, 1941. 
"A Study of Speech Defects in 
American J2urnal of Mental Deficiency, 
12 
What types of speech defects appear among such a group? 
\'(hat improvement can be expected with training? Approxi-
mately 60 per cent of tnose individuals involved in this 
study displayed speech defects. Seventeen per cent had 
no speecb. The relationship between intelligence and in-
cidence of speech defect was inverse. One hundred sixty-
nine cases were selected for therapy on the basis of in-
telligence, cooperative ability, and eligibility for 
community placement. The mean therapy period was five 
months. It was reported that 52 per cent of these cases 
responded satisfactorily to treatment. 
The mentally retarded child may present "an all 
pervasive deficiency." Many of the children present an 
uneven distribution of the~r intellectual and performance 
abilities. The most pronounced deficiencies present are 
poor reading, a meagerness in relational thinking and a 
mar~~d inadequacy in processes that require abstraction 
and symbolization. Performance is better in concrete 
situations. As language is the first abstract process 
the retarded child will undertake it is logical that the 
greatest degree of difficulty will occur in this area. 
The following study by Karlin and'Strazzula10 
1
°Karlin, Isaac and Strazzula, Millicent, op. cit. 
13 
compares the relationship of inte!leQtual abj,.li ty to per-
formance ability. 
Relationship o~ I.Q. to Performance Ability 
I.Q .. 
Activities 
Sittin~ 
Walking 
Babbling 
Words 
Jentencea 
15-25 
14.7 
31.0 
25.0 
54.3 
153.0 
26.50 51-70 
1;1..2 10.6 
23.5 14.4 
20.4 20.8 
43.2 34.5 
93.0 89.4 
It is noted in the above chart that there is a smaller 
discrepancy of relationship of intell~ctual quotient to 
performance ability be.twe~n the simple motor task of sitting 
and the basic language function of babbling than there is 
between the more difficult motor task of walking and the 
apstract ability of expr.essive ·language. 
Speech Development 
In .order to understa.nd the child with little or no 
language we must first outline th~ normal process of speech 
development. Berry and Eisenson11 J.ist the stages in speech 
11
serry, Mildred F. and Jon Eisenson. Speech Disorders 
Pr inc ip.J,.es and Practices of Therapy, N. Y. : Appleton" Century, 
Crofts, 19~~pp. 18-28. --
14 
development from birth to eighteen months as follows: 
1. Reflexive Vocalization: This is an innate response to 
stimuli of the ne"Yhorn infant. For the first two or three 
weeks the infant's vE>calizations are reflexive, total bodily 
expressions in response to stimuli within and without him. 
However, within six or seven weeks the infant produces a 
different cryt though it is;still produced reflexively, in 
different situations. 
2. Babblins: At about seven weeks the infant begins to show 
an interest in the sounds he i,s producing. Vowels are 
usually produced before ¥Onsonants as they require less 
effort. Variations in· pitch and J,oudness ~an be noticed. 
This stage may be considered a training period for later 
articulation. 
3. Lallins: Lal1ing usually develops within the later half 
of the first year. rhis is defined as the repetition of 
heard sounds or sound combinations. Hearing and sound pro-
duction have become as soc ia ted at this time. Auditory 1 
tactual 1 and kinesthetic impressions are now associated with 
feelings of pleasure and satisfaction. 
4. Echolalia: This is the imitation of sounds or sound 
combinations that others have made. It is an ability to 
echo sound combinat:i,on~ of extreme intricacy and complexity. 
15 
5. True Speech: Usu~lly speecn begins between the ages of 
twelve and eighteen months. In normal speech development 
verbal und.erstanding far exce~ds speech output. 
Metraux12 outlines speech development from eighteen 
to fi:fty'!':'four months as· follows: 
Eighteen Months 
1. Combines vocalizatio~ with activity 
2. Negative protest :ts frequent 
3. Good deal of jargon used 
4. Leaves off beginning and end of pbrases 
5. AW-~es self understood by using proper vowel and 
medial consonants 
6. Uses good inflection 
7. Repeats syllables 
Twenty-four Months 
1. Strong, repetitive, almost ¢Qmpulsive quality 
2. Repeats words and Phrases as tbough fascinated 
3. Vowels still inconsistent · 
4. Consonants and ~nconsistent also but not as frequently 
5. Final consonants usually present but medial often sligQ.ted 
6. Tone lower and easier than at eighteen months 
7. Some nasality present 
B. Able to talk to adults directly 
9. Commands others occas l.onally 
Thirty. Months 
1. Speech used as a more social tool, though child is 
the axis 
2. Impatience character~.zes his speech and activity 
3. Demands repetition in verbalization and activity from 
others 
4. ~velopmental atuttering present for the first time 
5. Tries to terminate situation verbally 
6. Expresses demands qui"t~ ve;rba].ly 
7. Commands the adult more easily but never conunands his 
contemporaries 
B. Continues to shorten words and phrases by slighting 
meq;ial consonants 
12Metraux, Ruth W. "Speech Problems of the Pre-. 
Scbool Child, n. Journal of Speech and Hear in~ Disorders, 
15:37-53, March, 1950. 
16 
9. Some over-pronunciation by addttion of sound or 
syllable · · 
10. Inflection seems qnstable and poorly controlled 
Thirty-six Months 
1. Relation of ~anguage and activity, and language relation 
to others is spreading in m~ny directions 
2. High point of verbal demand for ·verification before 
proceeding with action, which is then coordinated 
with verbal expression 
3. Commands adults a ~eat deal 
4. Initial concept of permis~ion realizes 
5. Still omitting or substituting medial consonants 
6. Voice of even, normal volume; but often a low soft tone 
used 
7. Voice seems controlled 
8. Whispering begins 
For t~-two Months 
1. Hl.gh full volume yell seems to be normal speaking voice 
2. Whispering common· 
3. Repetitions are :frequent and of somewhat compulsive 
quality, but seem related to demands for attention, 
information or encouragement 
4. Developmental stutte;iJtg again prominent 
s. Verifies before proceedio.g. with· action 
6. Coordinates movement with a verbal description 
7. Concludes with refined oral commentary of what he bas done. 
Forty-eight Months 
1. Attains maturity in speech 
2. Voice is subdued although, loud and raucous when excited 
3 • .Minimal ten.sioual ove.rflow :l,n speech si tuat;i.ons 
4. Still omits medial consonants, usually (t)(d)(th) 
s. Still announces inteo.tions- . 
C. Talks easily While perf9rming 
7. Demands and commands cb~ractertze his speech 
8. Aslts permission·, give,~ ~cuses and questions other acti.ons 
9. Occasionally re~apse~ in articulation especially (l}(r) 
Fifty-four Months 
1 .• Speech is a facil(;} tool 
2. Does li.ttle commanding or g~man.ding unless aski.ng for 
· · information · 
3. Gives spontaneous information 
4. Shortens words to communicate more rapidly 
5. Voic~ seems firm, rounded, well modulated; often uses 
contemplative expre~sion 
6. If has shown blocking ear+i.er, may again although he 
seems to have no consciousness of .difficulty~ 
.17 
A child usually says his f:j.rst intentionally sPok~n · 
word late in the first year. The spoken vocabulary increases 
very little within the next s:t..x months as the child is con-
centrating on learning to walk; tben thevocabulary grqwth 
speeds up greatly. Approximately two hundred and fifty 
words are added to speech. :tn the second year. In both the 
' 
third and fourth_years 600 words are added per year; and 
in the fiftb and sixth about five hundred· words annually. 
It is estimated tba~ the average six year old child bas a 
speaking vocabulary of more than twenty·five hundred words 
and meaning vocabulary of ~bout seventeentbousand.l3 
Language Developmrnt 
Mykelbust14 dis,cusses the follo~ing psychological 
processes in language development; identification_, internali· 
zation, and simulation. The first process is identification. 
The child must feel that he wants to iderttify with other 
human beings. From the point Qf vj.ew of language theory 
babbling is the first manifestation of identific-ation. It 
is the first specifically human act. The peak of babbling 
seems to fall between five and seven months of age. Tlli:;; 
differentiates the infant from other mammals. 
13oawson, Mildred A., Zoll4nger. Guiding Language 
Learning (Yonkers"~-on-Hudson, New York, World Book Company, 
19'57)' p. 25. 
14Mykelbust, , Helmer;. 11l3abbling anq .Echolalia in . 
Language Theory," Jou.rnal of S:peech and Hearin~t Disorders~, 
22:356-360, Septembe:r·; 19517 
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Langu~ge dev~lopment in {?;eneral· consists of a,cqui:ring 
symbols to represent experiences. As experience is gained, . 
-symbols are needi9d and acquired for the purpose of representa-
tion and conununication of that experience. This proo·ess of 
relating symbols and experiences is referred to as interuali-
zation. 
Internalization and identification overlap and proceed 
simultaneously from eight to twelve months; the period when 
the child first begins to comprehend the spoken ~()r,d. This .. 
process of internali~ation seems to be predominant as this 
continues througb.oJJ.t tb.e life span of an individual. 
Simulation is the th;i.rd psychological process required 
for language development.· This process otherwise known as 
echolalia is man~fested between two and four years with the 
. . 
peak occurring at about tqree :·and. a h·alf years. Observations 
indicate that he engages in ecboUtlia when the language he 
is hearing is too difficult for him to comprehend' -~to 
assimilate the meCl.ning witb prior ~inguistic exPerience. 
I den tif ica tion m!Jst precede internalization which in 
turn must precede assimilation. Babbling inust precede the 
acquisition of verbal meaning and a basic verbal level is 
. . . 
necessary before Echolalia can,occur a.nd fulfill itf;; inte-
grative role. As internalization develops it fosters further 
identification, and as assi~ilation develops it fosters 
further internalization. 
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Therefore, it is seen tb~~ meaning vooabulary or 
language is developed to ·a greater degree than the speaking 
vQcabulary during the pre-scbQol period. Although language 
is the higher ;function of the. two, it is far greater 
developed because it COtn.nlences at an earlier age. Karlin 
and Strazulla 15 reported i,n 1952 that language defects in 
mentall~ retarded Ctlildren are more striking than speech 
defects. Thus the retarded ch_ild must be motivated through 
structured experiences to reach the first psychological 
stage in language deve lOPD:\ent... A f lrllJ. language foundation 
,, < ,, 
must be establ1she<;i before the u$_e of word symbols (speech} 
can be used effectively. 
Personality Development of the Normal Child from Infancy to 
Early Childhood 
The three aspects of personal! ty de.velopment accordtng 
16 to Beasley are the child as a· developing self in relation to 
people significant to him; the child as a learn~ng self, ex-
pressing who he is and exploring what is around him; and the 
child as a sensitive, feeling·self. 
The developing s'lf is the first stage di~cussed. 
15Karlin, Isaa~ and St:rzi.zzula 7 Millicent, ~· cit. 
l6seasley, Jane. Slow to Talk (New York Bureau of 
Publications, Teacher9 College~Columbia University, 1956), 
p. 14. 
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Here the infant's needs are met almost entirely by the 
mother. Her emotional attitQdes and reactions in response 
to the paby's psychological needs .affect the ways he 
establishes the vital processes of life. 
In this sta~~ the self concept is also developed • 
.. 
Feelings and attitudes of the parents and other significant 
:. ~..:.::', .. ' 
people in the child's.life:affect learning and the rate and 
ma11,11er of learning. The child's sense of ''J4e-ness" is 
established as his· achievemei}.t~ increase in range and com-
plexity. He develops new ways of coping with the reactions 
of people around him. During this time he learns not only 
what gives him pleasure but what pleasures he can rely on 
·others to supply. The child also ~as many experiences 
whicb affect his feelings about himself and influence his 
view of others about him. 
By ~he age of three the child develops a sense of 
"Me-ness" ii}. relation to others outside the family. These 
new relationships may change the child's conception of him-
self and others. Peer reactions are also influential at 
this time. The child now perceives himself in relation to 
other children. 
1he second developmental stage is the learning self. 
In this ~?tage the ''development of initiative" as discussed 
21 17 
by Erikson arises. The child engages in activities to 
explore his surroundings, express his feelings of pleasure, 
protest and pain, etc. He becomes a part of the situation 
in which he finds himself involved. 
The final stage discussed is the sensitive self. 
Children affect and are affected by their needs and drives. 
Certain sensitivities are shared by all children differing 
only in degree5. They are responsive to all positive ex-
pressions and are sensitive to their opposites. However, 
each child is unique in the intensity in which he reacts 
to th.ese inner feelings. This responsiveness and sensi-
tiv i ty continually influence the child in how he functions 
7 
what he learns, the way he learns, and his developing sense 
of his own abilities and limits. 
Psychological Effect of Delayed Language Development 
In order to understand the child with little or no 
verbal language one must continue to see hi~ in a three 
dimensional sense; perceive hLa as a changing organism 
undergoing deve lopmen ta.l experiences con tr ibu ting to and 
emerging from his inability to talk; as a child with various 
abilities exploring his surroundings and expressing hirnse l:f 
though limited by a language deficiency; and as a child 
17
Erikson, E. Childhood and ~ociety, (New York, 
W. W. Norton and Company, 19oO). 
witb an altered awarenrss because what he perceives is 
. I · 18 
interpreted on a priva~e basis. 
As·Beasley l9 p~rceives.all children as children 
I 
! 
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fir~t. ~be discusses t~~ child without language in the same 
·I 
terms as the child wit~ language. However, the psychologi-
cal a..sP?cts differ. i i. 
The child with ~o langua~~ expe~iences the developing 
I 
self stage dur.:j.ng,, the ~irst yeav •. ·As tbe child with language 
I 
he· feels the emotional! ·tone arqun,d him and reflects his own 
! . 
behavior in terms o;f wihat he bas· felt. Because language 
deftlopment is minimal) at .;tl}is time the infant who does not 
snow any discernible dFviation fro~ the normal to his mother 
I 
is. tbeoretic~lly freer1 to ~tart life with a more secure 
I 
emotiQnal base. The $1hame, &~ilt, despair or anxiety dis-
, . 
l 
played by 'the mother O(f> a child with an obvious physical 
I 
defect is not evident ~ith tqe retarded child at this devel-
opmental stage. 1 
I 
i 
As in the cbildf with language, the second psycho-
1 
logical stage of languiage development for the retarded 
I 
l 
cbild is the learning ;self. Here the child's discoveries 
I 
will 'be a::ffected by h~s lack of verbal interaction, by his 
I 
18Beasley 7 op. :cit .. 1 I--:"'" pp. 19-20. 
! 
19Beasley 1 
I 
~· ici t. ~ p. 5. 
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inability to :t:"espond through words, and by his inability 
to question, validate and. correct his impressions. He 
compensates for this inability partially through his visual, 
tactile, auditory and emotional responsiveness. 
A child's f;irst words ~onvey far more meaning to 
him than the words he utters. One word such as "hi" may 
mean "I'm glad you're here," "Are you back?", or "I missed 
you."· Studies by Lewis and Davis have shown that "a child's 
rudimentary vocabulary is rich in emotional meanings, pro-
viding a release for hi~ feelings, a means of co!!Uilunica ting 
them to others 1 and a device by which he attempts to direct 
and control events." Dependence becomes fostered at this 
time as the result of a lack of communication. Thus it is 
seen that the child without language lacks the refinements 
of exploration and learning that come through 11Verbal expe;ri-
mentation and conversation with others." He often is 
misunderstood as he cannot give others verbal clues to what 
he is thinking. 
The third stage is that ot the sensitive self. The 
child without language is prevented from getting "verbal 
validation for his discovery, as assistance in clarifying 
tbe vague:t;less of an impress ion •20 Thus the nature of this 
process is altered so that his relation to other people 
20 . Beasley, ~· c1t., p. 5. 
• 
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and the out$ide world lacks the firmness of detail that 
communication through language Qonfers. It is difficult 
for tbe adults to visualize·what the child's inner world 
is like when he lacks the ve.rbai symbol to relate himself 
to others. The child who cannot verbalize his own actions 
and feelings 1 or the actions ,and feelings of those around 
him, lives in a prfvate world where he will often misunder-
stand and be misunderstood. 
Thus it is seen that the lack of language affects a 
child's psychological dev.elopnient wpicll :i,.n tur:q affects 
his social, educationa~ ap.(f emotional life. 
Need for Planned Speech and Language Programs 
Many people have stated that the retarded child will 
not profit from speech and language training until be has 
reached a specific mental age. The mental age of five years 
21 has been stated often. However, Dr. Leberfield of Hunter 
College feels that therapy should be instituted at as early 
an age as possible. dhe believes that through creating a 
structured environment at home the child can be made "ready." 
She also states that the danger in waiting is "that one 
might miss the moment when the greatest response might be 
forthcoming and future progress becomes increasingly 
21Leberfield 7 op. cit., pp. 66~67. 
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difficult. n 22 Also d~lay in be€ii.nning therapy may result 
in further functional retaredation due to the child's lack 
of communication both receptively and expressively. 
A survey conducted at the Vineland'Training School 
in Vineland, New Jersey t by Schlanger and Gottsleben23 
showed that seventy percent qf the enrollment had speech 
defects _of one type or another;. Although therapy did not 
produce alarming results in all cases it was noted that the 
longer the delay during the speech readiness period, the 
less chance there was for the development of suitable 
speech. It was maintained that all children whether re-
tarded or not, deserve the opportunity to develop to the 
limit ot theif potential. 
The Wholistic Approach to Teachin* Language 
' 24 Lassman when working with the pre-school deaf 
echild emphasizes the use of the multi-sensory approach. This 
is an all encompassing approach utilizing visual, tactile, 
auditory, rhythmic and kinesthetic training in a context of 
realistic activities ••• She emphasizes the importance of 
introducing the whole word to the child rather than specific 
sounds. 
22 Ib;d., 66 67 ... pp. ~e • 
23schlanger and Gottsleben, ~· cit., pp. 98-102. 
24streng, AliQe, ~t. al .. , l{e,aring Therapy for Children, 
(New York, Grune and Straton, ~958), p. 191. . 
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The Jena25 method:whiph was devised by Karl 
' ! / 
Brauckmann as a·means of teaching deaf children is based 
on tge idea that the .five forms o;f. speech are the: audible, 
~ ~, "' 
visual, gestural, the mimetic and the movement form. 
lli tcbe26 approaches li.p reading as a psychological 
problem. He stresses the importance of the mind to grasp 
thoughts as a whole rather than training the visual memory 
for words and sounds. 
27 Schlanger has offered many suggestions for develop-
ing speech in institqtionalized mental defectives. Among 
them be states, "a multi-sensory approach should be utilized 
in teaching language." Also, speech can be learned by 
participation in life like situations and by participation 
in creative drama situations built around familiar relation-
ships. 
Stricklanct28 states that the function of language 
in the elementary school is, 
25streng, Alice, op. cit., pp. 199-200. 
26Ibid. 
27scblanger, Bernard B. "Speech Examination of a 
Group of Institutionalized Menta::J,.ly Hand;tcapped Children," 
JOI.lrn~l of Speech and Hearing Disorders, 18:339-349, 
Dec~mber-,-1953. ...,..._ 
28strickland, Ruth G. The Language Arts for the 
. Elementarx School, (D. c. Heath and Co., 195If; pp. 14-15. 
••• not a..n academip subject, but a constantly 
used medium wnicb ·can ~ enlarged and refined 
9Jl tbe ghild's l~vel. only tbr9ugh tile experi-
ence of u,si:Q:g it~ The te~cJ),er must of 
necessity take each Child-where he is, and must 
learn through study and· obServation of his use 
of language and his responsef? to· language the 
level of development he has rea<; bed • • • Then 
she pan meet his needs through. the utilization 
of· carefully planned combinations o~ language 
and experience. 
' : ~, 
There are levels of mental development follow-
ing . One another in Ul;\tural se_q Uel;loe which repre-
sents new powers and which are portrayed in the 
lat'lgQage used to express them. · Language and 
tnought develop· togetber as au integra ted whole. 
Language is_. ():f_ little val~e __ wi t~oat ideas to 
express, and ideas are themselves dependent upon 
language • 
• • • Each concePt ·bqil t should be as. well formed 
as the mind of the child can conceive at his level 
of maturity 'Qecause e_acb concept and each steP 
in language development form vart of the founda-
tion for thin~ing. and learning yet to C()me and 
influence its q~~lity. 
27 
Mykelbust29 discqsses three types of language: 
inner,•lreceptive·and expJ;"essive. Inner language is the 
symbolic system us~d for thinking, memory, imagination, 
reasoning and simple association between the world and 
concrete experiences. An apJ;>ropriate example would be the 
cbi:td associating "mama" wit~ a feeling of well being. H.e-
9eptive la.Aguage .is th~ system. used to understand the ideas 
of others. Expressive languas.~ is the ability to connnuni-
cate ideas to others. 
29 Mykelbust 1 op •. cit., pp, 356"':'360. 
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The child must be exposed to spokell language for· 
about eight montbs before he begins to comprehend the 
speech of others. He must be able to ma~e some associa-
tions before words become intelligible. , No child talks 
until he first acquires inner and receptj.ve language. 
Auditory language is man's most 'basic l~guage system. 
This genetic basis of language development can be used 
I 
as a frame of reference in training and peveloping 
language in all children. 
CQ.apter III 
SUGGESTIOliS FOR LANG\JAGE DEVILOPJIBNT: PROORA:Il 
. FORT~ PRE~SCHOOL RETARDED : 
Introduction 
The qesire to communicate ideas and feelings is a 
fundamental needof.all human beings. The retarded child 
has an ~ven greater need to develop communication as he 
experiences deeper frustrations tb~n the normal ch~ld. 
These frustrations are dqe ·to the lack of un·derstanding 
on the part of others ap;d tbe selt":"eminating problem of 
retardation. However, lang~age as a medium of communicar 
tion is difficult ;for the retarded child to obtain because 
it is an abstract function. Therefore, a structured 
language development program beginning at as early an age 
as possible is essential to aevelop .this mediQm of com-
munication. 
The followj..ng pro~ram is intended for the pre.;.;.school 
retarded child. The te:t"m .pre-scb.ool retal."ded refers to the 
e ' 
child with little or no language between the chronological 
ages of approximately fQur and seven·yea:r~. 
Language :i.s the symbolic understanding of worcts and 
actions. Tbere are two types of language': the recePtl.ve 
and the expressive. Receptive language is the understanding 
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of wor.Q..symbols, for e~ample, the ability of the child to 
recognize the object "table" when be bears 't;be word "table." 
Expressive language can also be referred to as speecb. 
'l'bis is tbe language tile child use~ in making himself under ... 
stood· by Qtbe'rs. RecePtive language 1 the higher function 
of the two, is developed before expressive language is 
established. The Child must understand the word symbols 
before he can express th~m actively in speech. 
This program suggests a fundamental receptive vocabu-
lary for the pre-school retarded child. The curriculum is 
designed to meet the child's basic needs which require com-
muni.cation. ,These needs are thE:) understanding of the self 
in relation to others· and· the understanding of others 
related to the self. The basic needs of food, clothing, 
toilet needs, the feeling o;f.warmtb ~nd security, and the 
lack of frustration in obtaining these basic needs is some-
thing only communication can provide. 
Language development should occupy almost the entire 
day in the pre-school nursery for the retarded as well as 
the normal child. It is the medium through which all other 
actiJities are introduced and understood. "The teacher 
l 
teacheS both directly through the activities she plans and 
·carries through with the children and indirectly through 
be:r; own speech, language, and bebavior."1 
1strickland, !m• £!.!., p. 14. 
£..-. 12 I !# 4UP lt;;f,IJ .JA JLJ$1 1 SL IJJPOt :~-CAM JEt 
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The language period in the pre-school nursery for 
the retarded child is not a separate en~ity at a specif~~ 
time but rather a constantly used medium which must be 
structured to the child's developmental level in the 
language area. Because many pre-.school retarded children 
have little or no receptive ahd expressive language this 
program begins with tbe most basic co~cepts. These ba~ic 
concepts encomp:;t.ss· the ~bild identifying himself 1 the 
child developing himself i,n relation to people and things 
significant to him, 'the ~hild ~xploring and understandinS 
the f~nction of what is around him and the chilct as a 
:2 
sensitive feeling self~ 
The program has' been structured into conceptual 
units. The general goal of each· uni.t is the mastery of, 
specific recePtive language concepts. These concepts 
have been under lined in tbe introduction of each unit. 
Although each unit is written as a separate entity for 
··~, 
the convenience of the teacher 1 they ca11not be taught by 
themselves but in relation to the group's needs and exper:i,.-
ences. However, it :Qlust be realized that ·1an,guage progresses 
in the following developmental order. Nouns predominate in 
2aeas ley 1 Jane. Slow to Talk , (Bureau of Pu~lica­
cations, Teachers Colleg~olumbia University, N. Y. 1956), 
pp. ;14 ... 19. 
~-
the young child's vocabulary. Verbs, the- functions of 
the nouns, then appear .. in incre~sing nu!nber. Adjectives, 
adverbs, prepositions and con~unctions gradl!ally ct-PPear. 
At the age of three tlie' ch:l.ld speaks _in short, complete 
sentences of three or four word$.•~- \tllen teachj,.ng language 
to the retarded child tlw ·same developmental order shoult,:l · 
be followed. Upon completion of thiS program th~ child 
should be able to _understand sim;p_l~ phrases usi~g the word 
symbols taugbt previously. 
Units similar tQ tbese bave been published in the 
form of lesson plans·,Qy departments of education in various 
cities and towns. Rowe.ver, they· do not stress receptive 
language and do ·pot provtd~ a sp~<;.ific language development 
program to be· followe<:l by tb-7 te,a~ber. The main purp<;>se of 
the units presented _ill, this paper is to_ teach a beginning 
language development. pro~ram .in a J11anner · whicl:l will realisti .... 
cally meet the needs of the child. 
·Approach 
A mul ti•sensory Whole WQfd approacb. to language 
development is being followed. This apProach encompasses 
the use of tbe var-ious senses GU.nestlletic" auditory, tactile, 
.·· , 
3 na.ws 0n, Mildred and Mario11 Zo::J..lt.nger.. Guidin~ 
Laniuage Learg.ing, (World Book Com!>any ,: Yonters...;.on-Ru son, 
New York), p. 25. . . · __  
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visual~ and speech).· It i~ felt to be tile most effective 
method in teaching language ·developm~n.t as it utilizes all 
the child's abilities. ~cau~e the retarded child's a'btli.-
ties are below normalt tbi§ multi-s~n-sory· whol~. wo:rd 
approach would s~em' to --~ tbe logical (me to use. .,. 
In order to make' eacb unit· as. realistic as possible·' 
and to meet the basic ueeos of the cbild,a .. ny units have 
been introduced as a natural outgrowth of the daily sequence· 
of events. For example, ··tQe· worq sym})ol "coat" related to .· 
the object "~oat~' iS introduced .t>efore and after recess ti~. 
The most effective way of es~ablishiug a nee~ for 
communication is to place tbe c;;hild in a nAtural soci.al 
situation that calls for speech• These sqcial situations 
are developed within the child through realistic activities 
established in the c1assro9m· under teapher guidance. 
Once the childre_n become aware of associating word 
symbols with specific objects, they ·should tend to develop 
tb.e ability to name verbally the objects associated with 
the assistance of the teac9er. · Tbrou~h the greater develop-
ment of receptive l_anguage the speech q:u.~:put increases. This 
program gives no specific suggestions to the teacher in th~ 
area of expressive languag~ •. :rt·is felt that upon completion 
< '}< 
of this program, most childJ"~n will· ~ ready to undertake 
specific instruction in the e·xpressive area. ·If however, 
expressive language develops spont~neously within some 
children at an earlier time, it sbould be encouraged by 
the teacher. 
of. 
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As the retarded child responds r.1ore effectively to 
routine and repetition, this is the basis upon which these 
units have been developed. Both routine and repetition 
seem to meet the retarded child •s basic needs for security 
because repetition of ideas brings about success and re-
duces frustration. 
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DEVELOPING AN UNDERSTANPtNG OF TilE WORD. SYMBOL RELATED TO 
BODY IMAGES 
Introduction 
The young r~~a;-ded. cbi~d, when ent~ring a pre-:-school 
/: .. 
progra,m, is mainly concerned wi 1.;h himself and c.oncepts re-
lated to him. Therefore, th.is first unit consists of teaching 
body images. Body images are constantly used qy the child to 
function in everyday life and are therefore most meaningful 
to each individual chi:J_d. 
When a basic understanding of the body images related 
to the self is established the conp~~t. is broadened and en-. 
compasses the relationship of body images in relation to 
other human beings. For example, the children le~~n to point 
to the correspondin£? parts of their own bodies. and then are 
made to realize that the same body parts are present within 
their peers and others. 
These concepts can be reinforcted constantly by the 
teacher as she can empha~ize the names of the body parts 
in relation to their function. For example, when the 
children are eating she can repeatedly verbalize the body 
image "hands." 
The words introduced in this unit are eyes, ears~ 
nose, mouth, bands, and feet. 
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Suggestions for Te~chin~ Body Images 
.' ., ·" . ·. 
1. Introduce e~cb body im.age'·as ~- natut'al outgrowth of a 
'. •' ,._ 
realistic situation. FQr- e..x~mple, the teacher repeated:J;y 
verbalizes a specific body.:i,.mage ~Such as band when the 
·• I' - . 
children are eating, play'ing apd coloring. A great deal of 
repe.ti tion is required so thP.t 'the concept§ will become 
understood py the ind'iv1du~J.; memberf3 of the gJ>oup. 
2. Place the children in two bavil!g ·1;hem pofnt to the 
various body parts on ea.cP, .other. 
3. Each child will be .. given a cardboard figure w:i, th remov-. 
able parts or a wood~n puzzle. A carton is. then placed in 
the middle of the floor. The teacher then asks for a 
specific body part wb.ich is to b~ r.emoved from the figure 
and placed in the carton by tbe child. 
4. Each child will be g:i,ven a blank circle representing the 
face. The children will be asked to place the specific ficial 
parts on the circle in their appropriate places. 
s. A flannel board could: also be usecl for the ~hove activity. 
6. A large clown with tbe body Parts cut out should be placed 
in middle of the floor. The children will take turns in 
throwing a beanbag thrc;nJ.gh the specific 'c.ut out image. 
7. Draw a chalk man on tbe floor. Have the cbi~d jump on 
the specific qody part named by the teacher. 
s. Have the. chi.ldreQ. make :tnen out of clay. 
i " . 
Materials Needed for the Above Activities .. 
1. Cardbo<,trd figure ot man with removable parts 
2. Wooden puzz:te of ma:n 
3. Cardboard box · 
4. Cardboard circle representing the face and separate 
facial images 
5. Flannel board with removable parts ()f man 
6. A large cardpoard clown with cutout body parts and 
J:>eanbags · 
7. Chalk and clay. 
•• 
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DEVELOPING AN UNDERSTANDING OF WORD SYMBOLS RELATED TO 
ARTICLES .OF CLOTHING . 
Introduction 
The child is. still mainly interested' in bi~elf and 
in concepts pertaining to him$elf 1 but at this point he 
should be able to cope with ~oncepts not as d:1-.rectly con~. 
cerned with the self as body images •.. ·lt is felt that the· 
articles of clothing should be ttie next qni t introduced as 
they are indirectly rather than directly related to the · 
individual child. 
It is suggeste.d that the articles of clothing taught 
. . 4 during this pre-school period are : shoes, socks 1 pants, 
shirts, dress, coat, hat, mittens, boots. 
In this unit the following arti~les will be intro-
duced: hat, coat, shoes, socks. The teacher can follow 
the same method and use the same' materials in introducing 
the remaining objects. 
The word symbols in this unit should be introduced 
whenever possible as a natural sequence of tbe daily events, 
introducing and continually emphaaizi,ng the names of clothing 
at ~ppropriate times. For example, introduc;:e and emphas;i.ze 
4Chamberlain, Naomi Hord and Moss, Dorothy H. "The 
3 R's fo:r:' the Retarded,u a program for training the retarded 
child at home. · The Na.t1Qnal Association for ~tarded 
Chi~dren, New York, 1934. 
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the. WOrd symbol "co~t" tqroughout the day SUCh as When the 
group enters and le•ves the classrQom and at recess time • 
. :·In tbis un~t a s~n$' bils ~eq incorpOrated relatin~ to 
the ~rticles of clothing. Thi~ song is felt to be a good 
.. · ~ 
culminating activitf as :j.1:; includes ~~tor activity following 
directions and voca~tzation~. 
Suggestions for TeacbinJ Articles of Clothing 
1. Before outdoor recess children and teacher will file 
into coatroom. Q~ to wherever the. hats and coats are kept. 
Each child will imitate the t.e.ac;:ber in putting on his hat 
and coat. The teacher will instruct the children verbally 
saying, "This is your coat." "This is your hat." "Put 
on.Y<>~J.r bat." ~.'Put on y'our coat • ., Do this daily. 
2. Introduce pair of shoes and ~ock!:J. Have each child 
handle them.. Then give ~acb cbilg a cardpoard Picture of 
·each·. Have him hold up tbe appropriate picture when the 
tea.cher asks. 
3. Give each ch~ld a real d()l!• ~ the teacher names the 
article of clothing, each child dresses his individual doll. 
4. Give each chi.ld a large paper doll. Have him place the 
coat, hat, shoes,-.socks,'e'tc. on the paper doll as the 
teacher names thevarious articles of clothing. 
s. Play lotto using picturefi of cJ,othl,ng as objects. 
.' ,: .,., 
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6. Using lotto card pictures, have children place appro-
Priate pictures in Q~rdboard box. 
7. To the tune of Happy Birthday 
Where are your shoes? 
Wbere are yQur sb.o~s? 
Point to your s Q.oes. 
Point to your shoes. 
Materials Needed for tll.e Above Activities 
1. Articles of clothing: hat, coat, shoe, socks 
2. Large doll and cloth~s ·. 
3. Paper doll and clot'bes 
4. Lottogame w;i,.tb PiCt!lres of clothes. 
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DE:vELOPI~Q· AN ,.UNDERSTANDI:N:G OF WORD SYMBOLS RELATED TO .ANIMALS 
Introduction 
' A.t this time tile chi~(J sbo.uld be ready to cope with 
objects and concepts fam~:(.iar but p.ot directly pertaining 
to himself •. As animals are· familiar and interesting and 
.loved by most childre.n, :j.t is felt that the dos, kitten, 
cow 1 bird 1 horse, duck 1 and any otb~r animal familiar to 
the child be introduced. lf it i~ possible to use real 
animals at a nearby zoo, this would be advantageous. 
Suggestions for Teachin~ Animals 
~. 'Introduce eacl;l' animal individua.lly giving each child a 
stuffed animal as a model. · .:When more than one animal can 
be reqogni~ed by the children, the teacher can say to the 
class, ''Point to ·the 'k:::i.1;"t;:en '§ ,eyes." or "Point to the dog's 
',? 
ears." (This activity relates to the unit on body images.) 
2. Give each cqi.ld a 1ar ge picture. of each animal. Have 
each child bold up picture at tbe appropriate time when 
the tea..cher asks for it. 
3. Play lotto using. Pictures of .animals for objects. 
4. Using lotto card pictures 1 have children place appro-
priate pictures in cardbQarq box. 
~~~------~ .. ~,:~.~~,p~;~.~,~~~.~~a--•sp.-.J ........ ,.L.L •..• # .............. ,,.]J•l•it•!IJ ... i..,. 
5. Introduce song entitled "Hello--Hello." 
Hello-Hello-Hello to you 
Hello-Hello~How dQ you do 
Tbe kitten says bello to you 
Meow- Meow ... Meow. 
This song may be adapted for all the animals taught in 
this unit. 
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6. Introduce real animals to the children whenever this is 
possible. 
Materials Needed for the Above Activities 
1. StQ.ffed animals 
2. Large cardboard pictures 
3. L9tto game using animals for objects 
4. Cardboard box. 
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DEVELOPING ,\N UNDERLJTANDING OF .ciCTION VEEBS 
Introduction 
In the previous three units the primary purpose has 
been to develop an understanding of word symbols related 
to specific objects. It is now suggested that action verbs 
be incorporated into the language development progran. 
/ktion verbs help specify and explain the function of many 
word symbols. They also aid the child in communicating 
many ideas. For example sit ' ___ , 
Communication cannot be limited to just nouns or. word 
symbols as it would lead to a very unexpressive vocabulary. 
A vocabulary without verbs would leave the child unable to 
express accurately his needs and ideas. 
In this unit the action verbs "put on" and "take off" 
will be introduced. Th~y are introduced simultaneously as 
their relationship becomes more meaningful to the children 
in this manner. 
It is suggested that the following action verbs should 
be introduced in the same manner at an appropriate time. 
They are sit, stand, and point. 
Sug_ges_!_!on~ __ !_<?r _ _!~ac hing __ ~~c tion V(3rbs "Put _9_E_''~I!_~-~~ake Of~" 
The meaning of action verbs is taught most success-
fully when the group of children is lead in performing them. 
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They can be performed :in everyday activities such as "Put 
I 
on your coat," "Take !off your coat," or "Put the 
on tbe · table". and "Tak:~ the off the table." 
----
! 
S:i,.tuations such as these can be created throughout the day 
I 
emphasizing the actioni verbs being taught. 
Materials Needed for tlhe Above Aotivi ties 
1. Coat 
2. Table 
3. Any other materials: used in daily activities to 
emphasize above ac tton verbs. 
DEVELOPING AN UNDERSTANDING OF WORD SYMBOLS RELATED TO 
FAIUL~ ~RS 
Introduction 
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Tile family plays'an intricate part in every child's 
life. The child is invplved with the family members during 
most of his waking hour~. Therefore, it would be to the 
child·~ advantage to be1 familiar with the word symbols 
directly related to his family. The family members will 
accept the child more readily when the child shows an 
interest in and unders~anding of them. If the child shows 
any tendency toward ex~ressive language, the word symbols 
related to the members of the family should be encouraged 
as they are easily articulated and beneficial to the 
child's personality development. 
As the word sylllbols. representing these family members 
are abstract, it would be advantageous to introduce each 
f.amily member by the ~unction be performs. Example: Intro-
duce the mother sewing, cooking, or washing. It is 
suggested that family ~embers be taught in the. following 
order: mother, father, baby, sister, brother, grandmother, 
and p-andfather. 
1. Introduce with a picture of the mother performing any 
household chore. 
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2. Let each child perflrm the activities demonstrated above.** 
3. Give each child a g oup of pictures of the various family 
figures. Have each ch~ld place the specific picture asked 
for in a cardboard box lin the middle of the table. 
I 
I 4. Give each child pap~r dolle:· and clothes representing 
the various family fig~res. The teacher then requests that 
the child put a sp~c if~c ai:" ticle of clothing on the doll. 
Tbis activity also rei~forces the unit on clothing. 
I Example: "Put the dress on the mother." 
5. Send a note home wit1h each child requesting a picture of 
the various members of lhis family. Place the pictures of 
all the mothers in one rile. Have each child choose his 
mother's picture from t[he pile. This activity may be used 
for each of the family ~embers. 
i 
I 
6. Bring in old clothes! suital;>le for each m.ember of the 
! . 
family. With the help iof the class, dress one child as a 
I 
paJ:'t.icular family membe[r. Rep~ a. t this until each member of 
the family is representbd. The chil-dren may then wear these 
' i . . 
clothes for the remaind~p: of. the school day. 
I 
I 
Materials Needed for ,A~ove Activities 
1 •. Pictu.J:"es of fami.l,y .mbers 
2. P~per dolls and clot!hing 
3, Snapshots of family fembers 
4. Clothes suitable for: each member of the family. 
I 
I 
**Introduce each family~ member 
repeating steps one i d two. 
I 
! 
in the suggested order by 
~ e 
I 
I 
I 
jl 
I 
I 
DEVELOPING AN UNDERSTAfDING OF WORD SYMBOLS 
I 
Introduction I 
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RELATED TO FOOD 
Food is consideJed to be a basic need of all human 
i 
. beings.. The need of f <j>od to sus.tain life makes it a self 
I 
motivating force to tb' child. Therefore, the actual food 
! 
objects stimulate tbe 4hild more effectively than any related 
materials. Once the c~ild is made aware that each individual 
food object bas its ow~ word symbol (name), receptive language 
' 
I 
I •• 
in the area of food wi~l beg,in to increase independently. Be-
l 
cause the basic need i~ this area 1a always present, express-
! 
ive language (speech) ~1ela ting to food symbols will be one of 
! 
the first seen to develjop. 
I 
The suggested wJrds to be taught in this unit are: 
orange juice., cereal, ~~.bread, butter, meat, potato, 
I 
milk, cookie, cake, icei cream, candy, apple, and banana. 
-.,..-. ~ · ... 
! 
Suggestions for Teachin~ Foods 
1. Introduce at juice ~lime. Children sit around table while 
I 
teacher names food obje,~ts she places before them. Once 
I 
food is placed on the trble the teacher instructs each child 
! 
in what to eat. Example: The teacher says, "Drink your juice," 
and s~multaneously the rteacber drinks her juice and each 
I 
child follows. 
--~--~------~--~----------............... . 
I 
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2. Other food obj.ects ry be taught With similar model 
meals. Examp.les would i 'be: model dj,Itne~ 1 model birthday 
party, and model tea ptrty. Appropriate foods should be 
taught at eac.h of thesl lessons •. 
i 
3. Once the word sym.b<>is for tbe food objects have been 
i 
established the.class ~ill ·be'ready to play "Set the table," 
"Clear off the table." I ~ln the>Se .activities the children 
i 
will handle the obj,ect~ asked for by the teacher. 
i 
I 
4. Large colored' cardb4ard pictures, wuich are more abstract, 
will be introduced nex~. _Many of the activities mentioned in 
I . .. 
previous units ~ll.Y be ~dapted he~e. Examples: "Point to the 
I 
" "Give me thei 1 '' "Put the in the box." ----~--~ I 
i 
5, Placea flannel boarb within the reach of all the children. 
I Give each child an obJept to be placed on the flannel board. 
i Tne teacher tqen calls ~or a specific object and the child 
! 
holding that object plapes it on the flannel board. 
i 
I 
6. Play lotto using foo~ objec:ts. 
I 
Materials Needed for A~ve 
1. Orange 
2. Eggs 
juice and cupl . 
I $. Cereal 
4, Bread and butter 
5. Meat and potatoes 
6. Apple and banana 
7, Milk 
8, Cookies 
I 
I 
I 
.I 
I 
! 
Activities 
9. Cake and ice cream 
10. Candy 
~1. Plates and other eating utensils 
12. Large pictures of foods put out 
by the National Dairy Association 
13. Flannel board materials 
14. Food Lotto games. 
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i 
• I 
D:SVELOPING AN UNDERST~DING OF WORD SYMBOLS RELATED TO 
EATfNG UTENSILS 
i 
Intr<i!luo 1:ion .· I 
A retarded c);;).ilq 's social actions are influential 
'I 
factors in determininglhis ace~ptance by his family and 
otqers. Along with teichin~ the word symbols for foods it 
is :necessary to teach 1be word symbols and use of eating 
utensils. i 
The basic sugge,te<l eating utensils to be taught in 
I 
sequential order are: ~~ straw, dish, fork, knife, and spoon. 
*~ the objects ~ork, kriife, and sppon are abstract in 
I 
l)ature and similar in Shape and form they are a difficult 
I 
.concept for the child ~o learn. Therefore, each must be 
I 
introd'uced individually and demonstrated. One should be 
I 
I 
. known th9roughly befor~ the next is introduced. 
A cup is the ea~iest conQept to grasp and usually the 
only one handled indep~ndently by the child at this time~ 
• • I 
Therefore, it should bd introduced first. 
. I 
I 
Sus-s-estions for Teaching Eating Utensils 
I! 
I 
1. Each utensil should lbe introduced initially using the real 
objects. Its use sbou~d be first demonstrated by the teacher 
I 
. and then imitated by ea,ch child. It would be helpful to use 
'I 
real foods during the ~~monstration as they are more realistic. 
I 
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~· .. Pictures of the eat:J_ng utensils can be introduced once 
th~ children have a co~plete understanding of the word 
i 
sym.bols.related to thel.real objects. These pictures may 
I 
be utiliZed in IDAking t, joint scrapbook with the teacher 
pasting in the objects! that she asks the group to give her. 
! 
I 
3. Have a party appropJi~te 
should help prepare foJ the 
I 
to the season. The children 
party by setting the table and 
i ' later by. using the· proxrer utensils. During the party, as 
I 
well as during pr~paratio.I1S :for the party, the teacher 
should emphasize the u-fensils being taught. As constant 
I 
repetition is most efftctive, a birthday party monthly 
could be a means of re~iewing and impressing upon the 
I 
children the utensils ~nd the word symbols for the various 
I 
foods.· 
Materials Needed for t~e Above Activities 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7 .• 
. s .. 
9. 
Cup 
Fork 
Straw 
Dish 
Spoon 
Knife 
Foods used for demorlstration 
Large scrapbook 
Paste. 
I·· 
I 
purposes 
I 
I· 
I 
I s1 
DEVELOPING AN UNDERST~DING OF WORD SYMBOLS BIG AND LITTLE 
... [ 
Introduction [ 
Bi~ and little !a~e the first adjectives to be intro-
! 
duced into the langua~e development program as they can be 
.d-emonstrated visually .1. 'rhese concepts are more difficult 
·fOr the child· to unde~stand as they are less concrete than 
I 
I 
the word symbols and ~unctions introduced previously. They 
als~ require a visual !acuity not needed p;reviously. This is 
i 
. I 
. a good .opportunity to !review objects previously taught. as 
i 
I • 
they can be utilized ~n the demonstrations. 
I 
Suggestions for Teach~ng Big and Little 
1. Ip.troduce concept ~ith any objects previously taught 
I 
! 
emphasizing the degre~ of size., Example: Big and little 
! 
·rubber balls. 
2. Have the children Jatch real objects: big balls in one 
pile and little balls in another pile. 
3. Have tJ;u~ children ··atch big and little objects with the 
I 
' I 
· same w0rd symbol. 
I 
4. W.or~i:p.g with clay, ! instruct the children in 
and little balls as r~quested by the teacher. 
Materials Needed for 1bove Activities 
1. ·Small ball 
2 • LJa,rge ba 11 
~ .. Clay. I 
I 
SOSTO~ UNIVERSITY 
tDUCAl!ION LIBRARY 
I 
.-.-1 
making big 
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DEVELOPING ·AN UND:E.RST~DlN. G ... OF 'rHE PREPOSITIONAL CONCEPTS 
. . . " I 'tJP AND DOIN 
Iqt;,;oduction I'· ... 
!!E.and d<>Wn arelthe first prepositions to be introduced 
! 
' 
i11o tbi~ language devel,pment program as they are necessary to 
! 
the child in understan,ing many specific concepts. Also they 
are necessary to the .ctild in that tbey help him to express 
himself more ~xplicitlf• The word symbols up and down can be 
demonstrated visual1.Y to th~ child. Although they are diffi-
cult for the child to romprehend easily comprehension should 
be achieved through th~ visual clues demonstrated. It is 
• I 
sugg~sted that the cunfepts up and down be introduced 
simultaneously as th1Si is the most meaningful way to achieve 
. I 
understanding. 1 
. I 
.Sugr;estions for Teachi~r; Concepts Up and Down 
The word concep)ts up and down can be introduced and 
. I . 
reil.lforQed in marty of it he daily activities. The class can 
be I!lAde aware of t:hese) concepts when walking up and down the 
stairs 1 pickinJ up and~· ~~putti.ng down articles being used in 
A&ily activitie~, swi gi,ng u~ and down op a swing or climb-
. . 
ing up and coming dow~ on a slide. The word concepts should 
. be emphasized wben perlfortl\ing these activities to insure com-
.. i 
pre bens .ion a~<i .carry ~ve:r. 
I 
,ll&terials Needed fur i. 
1
1 he 'Above Activities 
1. Stairs 
2. ~wing 
~. Slide. 
~.: .. 
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DEVELOPING ::.N UNDETIS'l'Al'fDING OF THE nm:~D SYMBOL;::. 1\ND FUNCTIONS 
HELATED TO THE HOME 
Introduction 
There are many word symbols related to the home. 
These word symbols all have corresponding functions which 
must be taught to achieve complete understanding of the con-
cepts being introduced. The function corresponding to each 
word symbol is an action verb. ,, ~ •"l.i:l the child spends most of 
his waking hours in the home he must understand the various 
objects he encounters. Not only must the child know each 
word symbol but he must know its function if he is to succeed 
in using it. Before introducing any of the concepts related 
to the home, the specific concept of house must be understood 
by the child. Through the use of a doll house this concept 
can be taught to the child. 
In this unit the words sink and wash will be intro-
duced. It is suggested that the word symbol chair, _table, 
~tov_~, ~oor, and bed_ and their appropriate functions be 
introduced in the same manner. 
Suggestions for Teaching the Word Symbol Sink and its Function 
:rOTash 
1. Before juice time, after reces~, or after any activity 
when the hands are soiled, the children can be made to wash 
their hands. While they are washing, the teacher introduces 
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and later reinforc~s thy <;.oncept of a sink and its function. 
to wash. 
~. After creative activities, the children can wash the table 
and other objects which need to be clea.tied. 
3. Have the children he:lp wash the dishes after mock parties 
have been given. 
Materials Needed for the Above Activities 
1. Sink or basin with ~ater 2. Tables and other objects used in daily activities which 
can be washed 
3. P1ay dishes. 
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DEVELOPING AN UNDERSTANDING OF ACTION VERBS REL..t\TED TO FOOD 
1· s~·· 
Introduction 
In the previous, two units< word symbols related to. foods 
have been .developed.. . In these·'u.f.\its :i. t bas often been 
necessary to mention the action verbs eat and drink. There-
fore, it is felt that these three verbs be reinforced at tbis 
time. It is not necessary to in'troduce 'these verbs in any 
particular order. Howe
1
ver, on'e sh9utd be understood before the 
' 
next is il:;\troduced. Again, it sb,ould be stressed that verbs 
i 
are taught most successtull,y when the children ar.e given· an 
opportunity· to perform them. The action verb drink will be 
t_augb.t in this un:i.t. T~e action verbs eat and cut can 'be 
taught in the same manner. 
Suggestions 
1. The action verb drink c;an be introduced at juice time or 
meal time if the chilcl:J:"~n eat in sc.bool. If the children do 
not eat in school, mockiipar-t;:tes can· be utilized at this time 
by emphasizing the actiQn verb being taug:ttt. 
2. Once the three action verbs pertaining to food have been 
taught, place the Natioqal Dairy Association'pictures face 
' 
up on the table and say to the cbildren, "Give me the one you 
eat" and "Give me the one you drink."' Tbis activity helps 
to develop receptive 1a9gua~e. 
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3, If at this time any of the children have developed ex-
pressive language (speech) the follmving activity nay be used: 
laying the same pict11res as jlentioned above on the table s?.y 
to the children, "Ythat do you do with milk?" and "What do you 
do with a fork?" 
4. Give all the children a group of large cardboard pictures. 
Have them place in a pile all the objects that one can drink. 
Have them repeat this activity with objects that one can eat 
and cut. 
1. The National Datry ~ssociation pictures 
2. Food and utensils used for demonstration purposes. 
i .,, .. -
~llapteJ:" IV 
: . 
\SUMMARY 
The purpose of lllis s-t;udy has been to develop a 
. I 
receptive language development program for tbe pre-school .. 
I '~ -' ' 
retarded child. 'fhe u~i ts haye been written in a language 
developmental order ba~ed on normal speech development. 
i 
Realistic situations hive been created within the class-
room so as to meet the 'basic needs in communication for 
I 
the retarded child. Th;is program prepares the child for 
expressive language by making wo~d symbols meaningful 
,_. 
and creating a need to communicate. 
Limitations 
The program created bas not been tested in the class-
. ' 
room. The length of tiine needed to co~plete tbis program is 
not known. 
Suggestions for Furtbert Research 
It is sugg~sted that the program, ~ used in schools f01:' 
' ' 
the pre-school retarded. utiliz';ing control and experim,ental 
groups to test the progzram's validity. Further ]..anguage 
development programs fo~ the sub~special classes must be. 
I 
developed at a higher level as a corttinuation of this program. 
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2. Introduce the ball "t4hrough the medium of a game such as 
pass the ball. Also demonstrate-the many different things 
I, . . . . • 
a ball can do such as bounce and roll. 
I 
3. Show the class a plasti<;: tra:1:-n. Demonstrate the train's 
function_by placing a $mall doll in it. Give each chj,.ld the 
opportunity to pull the train around the room.. While one 
child is pulling the train the others can imitate the noise 
it makes. (Choo choo) Have the class build a model train 
out of blocks or boxes;. The mem~rs of' the class then take 
turns in riding on th~ model train. A visit to a train 
station would be ideal. 
4. Using a dump truck~ the tea~her should demonstrate its 
use. Each child is tpen given the opportunity to manipulate 
the truck. 
5. Introduce the car ,in the same manner as used when in tro-
ducing the truck. 
6. Each child should :be given a pile of blocks with which to 
wor~. The teacher b1.,1ilds a simple form Which the chilqren 
I· ~ " , 
. . 
are to reproduce. , A~though this activity incorporates motor 
' function and visual discrimination, its main purpose is to 
develop the understanding of the word symbol "blocks'' and i.ts 
function. 
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7. A telephone can acbi~ve many functions in a language 
development program if its significance is understood. 
Two telephones are needled so that the situations become more 
realistic. The telephone demonstration provided by the New 
England Telephone and Telegraph Company is also suggested. 
Materials Needed for tbe Above Activities 
1. Boat anq tub of wat~r 
2. Large ·rubber ball ! 
3. Plastic or electric tr·ain 
4. Large dump truck 
6. Colored blocks 
6. Plastic telephones • 
·r 
··~ ·· #. #- ,( !:(~- · .. -$H J. 
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